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Main areas

Insolvency and Restructuring
Corporate Succession
Inheritance Law / Estate Planning
Build on international know-how
Corporate
Litigation / Dispute Resolution

Background

Gisbert Schnurbusch joined Schmidt Rogge Thoma PartG mbB as a partner in 2021 and works for Schindhelm at the Düsseldorf
office.

After completing his legal traineeship in Düsseldorf, he initially worked for an international law firm specialising in commercial
law. Until 2005 he worked as a partner in a supra-regional law firm. In 2005, he founded the partnership Dr. Battenstein &
Schnurbusch.

Expertise

Gisbert Schnurbusch regularly advises and negotiates for medium-sized companies and international corporations. In the past, he
has represented a considerable number of companies from the mechanical engineering, automotive and aerospace sectors, as well
as other manufacturing companies. In addition, his clients also include companies from other sectors: tour operators, hotel chains,
financial service providers.

As an experienced litigator, he has represented such companies for over 25 years, not only out of court but also in court
proceedings.

As legal counsel, Gisbert Schnurbusch is a member of the board of the Künstlerverein Malkasten Düsseldorf (presumably one of
the oldest art associations in the world and oldest artists' associations in Germany) and is entrusted with the representation of its
legal and economic interests.

He is a founding member of the European Lawyers' Cooperation EEIG (1998).

References

Multiple advice and representation of an American mechanical engineering group in connection with a supplier pool.
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Advising and representing an international supplier in court in connection with responsibility for product liability and recall of
well-known agricultural machinery manufacturer.

Assisting in the acquisition of businesses for a hotel chain.

Restructuring and reorganisation of a branded car dealership.

Several reorganisations and insolvency support for medium-sized building and civil engineering companies.

Liquidation of a medium-sized automotive supplier.

Languages

German, English


